A scheme for construcing linear and nor -linear codes is presented. II constructs a code of block length 2n from two constituent codes of block length n. Codes u) constructed can be either linear or non-linear even when the constituent codes are linear. The construction of many known linear and non-linear codes using this scheme will be shown.
1, Introduction
The discovery of non-linear codes that are superior to known linear codes has generated a great deal of interest in studying the structure of non-linear codes as well as methods for constructing thl:m. However. since non-linear codes are defined for their lack of a certain mathematical structure (the codewords do not form a linear vector space), to obtain a general mathematical description of non-linear codes is a rather difficult task. Consequently, our knowledge on how to construct nonlinear codes is quite limited. In this paper, we present a scheme for constructing linear and non-linear codes which we hope will also shed some light on the mathematical structure of non-linear codes. Let (il, i, +f(i, 1) and (i 2, i2 + f(i2 1) be two codewords in G. To determine the distance between these two words, we examine two cases: Case 1. i, and i2 are in the same coset of G,. In this case, f(i, ) = f(i, ). Thus2
Cizse 2. i, and i2 are not in the same coset of G,. In this case, fCil I# f(i2 1. Thus,
It should be noted that min(2d,, d2 1 is only a lower bound on the distance of the code G. In particular, if 2d, 5 d2, then the distance of C is equal to 2d,. However, if 2.d, > d2, then min(2dl, d,) is a lower bound on the distance of G. (In the following, we shall see examples in which the distance of G exceeds min (3,. d2 ). where 2d, > d, .)
The code G so constructed can be either linear or non-linear as indicated in the next theorem.
Roof. It is clear that ( 11 and (3 are sufficient conditions for G to be limrr. TO drop that they atcc alto nermsary conditions, we note that: t I) The auded word fat i is (i.i+ f(i)). If G islinear, c(i,i+/(i)) tiich k cgurl to Iti. ti + cf(i)) must also be a codeword in G. Since Ibe m rwd of ri is W. ci + fki)). we must have f(ci) = cf(i). I ?I bt tit. i, l /tit 1) and (il. i, 4 f(i: 1) be two codewords in G. tl G' is limu. (i, + il. it l ia + /(it l+ /(i, 1) must also be a codeword. (2) If two cosets A 1 and A 2 are selected so should the coset (aI +d21a, EAl.a2 EA2?. Cuse 2. Fur the case M, > @-k, let us assume that M2 is a multiple of fl A. To be specific, let M2 = rq"-& for some integer r. We ass@ to each of the cosets of G,, r distinct codewords of G2. Moreover, let R &note a set of r distinct q-ary words. Let there be a one-twnc cottaspondence between the words in R and the words assigned to each coset of G, . Let (i, . i2 ) be an information word where i, is an n-digit q-ary word, i, is a word in R. Such an information word will be encoded as G, . it +f(il , i2 1) where f(i, , i,) denotes the word in G2 that bass&ted to the coset containing i, and is in correspondence with the word i,. The resultant code is thus a (2~ r@) code. Again, its distance is at least equal to min(2d,, d2 ). Linearity of the resultant code ia yurnked. if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) If B is the set of words assigned to the co& containi= i, then { cbl b E Bl must be the set of words assiped :o the coaet -trim ci.
(2) If B, is the set of words assigned to the coaet mntrinitu i, . #a is the set of words assigned to the coset containi~ i, . tkn 
linearity of the constituent code G,
A closer look at the construction scheme presented in Section 2 reveals that linearity of the constituent code C, is not a strictly necessary property. What we need in the construction scheme is only a way of partitioning all q-ary ordered n-tuples into disjoint subsets such that the distance between any two ordered n-tuples in the same subset is at least d, . We illustrate in this section that a systema&ic code G, , either linear or non-linear, will also induce one such partition in a natural manner. Without loss of generality. let G, be an (n, qk) systematic code such that the first k digits of the codewbrds in G, are all the distinct q-my ordered k-tuples. Let u1 ,u2, . . . denote all ordered n-tuples of the form (@. 6) where b is an ordered (n-k)-tuple. In other words,o, ,a2. .., oh: ordered n-tuples with A ieading zeros. Let hod. Since q + & # u( + gv for distinct gu and g, in G, , we note that crcty subt U(q) contains exactly qk distinct ordered n-tuples. More--t.
n &OW that l i + g,, # ai + gu for distinct Ui and ai. If gu = gu, clearly 8, +& # l 1 +&. If & #g,,,. the first k-digits in g,, must be different M tbc tint %-d@ts in&. Since the first k digits in both Pi and ui are a map, the tint t di#ts in l r + g,, must be different from the first k dirib 6fh4# +&. ntc~forc.r, +g# #ul +g".
Fa fry tw WOT&~ +g,, and ai +g,, in iTI( their distance is equal
fbux rc cull c9cntl\lct a ( 2% q" ) code G by assigning the codewords
CL L/u et 1, A construction scheme for linear and noa-linew codea Ir Ga lo the aubwb u(o, 1, u(o,4
a*-, when the construction scheme in ¶gctkn 2 b employed. We shall usef(u,) to denote the codeword in G2 clrrc b an&ed to the subset C'(U~). We have the following theorem con-cIIIJII( UIC Iirtearity of the code G. M, Suppose that G is linear. According to Corollary 2.3, G2 must be I linear code. Thus, Gz contains the all zero word 5. Let U(u,) denote the subset of ordered n-tuples to which the all zero word 0 is as-S&IUI. Let g" andg, be words in G, . Consider the two words in G. Since G is linear, for any constants cl. c2, is also a word in G. That is, the woid 
Construction examples
In this section we sh~il present some exampks OT cadrs &a8 crlll k generated by the schem: proposed in tk m rctiors.
We show first the construction of an (8, 24,4) binary code. Let G, be the (4,23,2) binary code consisting of all words of even weight. Let G1 be the (4, 2,4) binary code consisting of the two words 0000 and I 1 I I. If we assign the word 0000 to the set of code-words in G, and assign the word 1111 to the coset of G, consisting of all words of odd weight, the resultant code G consists of the words in the following list:
A, a nrrttet of fat. we can cxmstruct a class of linear and non-linear &@U'p C&S that have the same parameters (block length, number of cobrr#crb gkl &UNWC) 8s the Reed-Muller codes. We shall show the cwmtnmticm dcadn of block Ien@h P, distance Zm -' which has 2k mr)lcrt mmaeF.thmeurtswpraRctrn Golay I 11 and Jullrl I2 1 have discovered binary single error correctm co&s of block length 8,9, 10, 11. The parameters of these codes are (8, 20,3), (9,38,3), (10,72,3), (I 1, 144,3). We shall denote these -bycg.c9*q,.q,, respectively. Let G, be an (8, 2', 2) single parity check code. LA C2 be the (8,20,3) code Cs. By assigning 10 of thecodcwordsofCs toeachcosetofGI,weobtaina(16,10~28,3) code. Mower, different assignments of the codewords of Cs to the cosets of C, yield a whole class of (16,lO l 2s, 3j codes. Let C, be a $5. Chtstructian ofa class of~ptittmlmmlinevt co&s ID (9, 2*, 2) single parity check code. Let Gr be the (9, 20. 4, co& otL tained by appending a parity check bit to the codeworci~ in ('a Out construction procedure yields a class of ( I 8, I(1 l 29. 4) codct whkh can be shortened to yield a class of (I 7, 10. 29, 3) codes. Let G, ?w a (9,2*, 2) single parity check code. Let G, bc the (9,38. 2) code C", By assigning 19 of the codewords of G, to each coset of G G2 be one of the (16, 10*2*, 3) codes constructed above. WC can employ our construction procedure to obtain a class of ( 16, 1 Oa 21'. 3) codes. Repeating the construction procedure recursively, we have:
Theorem 4.1. For any block length n satisfying 2m < n < 3 * 2m I. Theorem 4.1 is an extension of a theorem due to Sloane and Whitehead 191, who employed a construction scheme quite similar to ours (see Section 6) . It is not difficult to see that corresponding to each code constructed by the Sloane and Whitehead scheme, our construction yields a class of codes which can be obtained by adding a certain fixed word to half of the words in the code obtained in the Sloane and Whitehead construction. We leave the details to the interestr-d reader.
there exists a class of non-linear (n, A* 2n-m-1 ,3) codes where A = ), #, or Q according to the binary expansion of n that hegim
More construction examples can be found in [81.
Construction of a class of optimal non-linear codes
As was pointed out above , min( 2,. d2) is only a lower bound to the distance of the code constructed according to our scheme. Indeed, . . dcn,ote the words assigned to them as shown in Table 2 . It can be veriktl directly that IO, +I* )(I, +I, +fu,) +su* ))I = 1 if UV, )+f(l,)I = 4. We are now ready to prove that the distance of the code G is equal to 6. Let (i, , i, +f(i, 1) and (iz, i, +f(i, 1) be two codewords in G. I'hc distance between these two words is Ii, + iz, i, + i, +f(i, ) + f(i* )I .
Since i, = I, + ml, i, = 1, + m2, where ml and m2 denote codewords in G, , according to (5.11 , the distance can also be written as 11, +m, +I, +m2,11 +m, +I2 +m2 +f(;, )+f(!z)I = Lf(1,) +f(l,)I +21u, +12N, +J, +fU, 1 +f(l,)) +(m, +m2)(ml +.m2 +f(l, )+1'(12))I-We examine three casts: C'e I. If@, )+f(f2)(= 8. clearly, the distance between the two words I) larger than or equal to 8. G, are (2m--t, 2 2m-'-m, 4) codes. Consequently, to each of the I* cosets of G, , we shall assign 22m-1-2m codewords in Cr. Aithough &y arbitrary assignment will yield a (2m, 22"-ti ) code of distance 4, the assignment shown below will increase the distance to 6.
In order to abtain a resultant code of distance 6, we must a&m to each coset of Gt words of mutual distance at least equal lo 6. Let S &note the cyclic code of length 2m-1 -1 whose generator polynomial has I, a, a3 as its roots. Clearly, S is a BCH code of distance 6. Note that S is a subcode of the cyclic code generated by g(xl in (5.2). By appendins :i parity check bit to the words in S, we obtain a subcode of G, whose distance is 6. Call this subcode of G,. 5.. It can be shown that s has 22m-MM codewords when m is even (see [ 5 I). We now ass@ the words in the costs of S (with respect to G*) to the eo~ts of G, as shown in Table 3 where the cosets of G, and S art identified by t&r caet leaders. (It is not difftcult to show that thew are kuk#r of dbtirct cosets.1 In Table 3 , we use the standard polynomial notation tw#dcnd 2m -tuples. Table 3 - In Table 3 ~umpsponduut to the ordered F -1 -tuple of all 1's. We shall not include a proof of the distance of the resultant code here (m ISI ). Moreover. it is also not difficult to see the relationship between Rrgsnb's comtruction and our construction and thus to invoke Prepontr's results to support the claim.
Remarks ill)

b
(kr mtnrctmon scheme bean a close resemblance to that of Sloane uml W&&head 191. As a matter of fact. the Sloane and Whitehead ~r)wnw CM@ k ricw as a special case of our scheme in which only one coset of G 1 (G 1 itself) is used and to this coset all words of G 2 are assigned. It should be pointed out that our construction scheme can genelate non-linear codes from linear constituent codes while the Sloane and Whitehead scheme generates only linear codes from linear constituent codes. Also, it is possible in our construction sche~ne to attain a distance better than min (2d I , d 2 ) ; yet in the Sloane and Whitehead scheme, min (2d 1 , d 2 ) is always the distance of the resultant code. Unfortunately, very little is known at this moment about the assignment of codewords of G 2 to cosets of G l so that a distance larger than min(2d I . d 2 ) can be attained.
